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Newsletter from Pivab – Innovators in Automatic Rewinding
Automatic rewinder in UK.

Bag packaging machines.

The fully automatic 2,8m rewinder installed
for Swanline at Corrboard in the UK has now
been successfully running for about half a
year. They produce mainly large single face
rolls used for laminating at Swanlines
production facilities. Some of the production
coming out from the Pivab however are small
rolls used for packaging.

Pivab has now produced three bag packaging
machines for packing wash cloths or bibs. The
machine uses readymade bags and
automatically opens the bag, inserts the
product and seals the package. The cycle time
is about 6 seconds for each product stack,
depending of product size.

Pivab bag packaging machine.

Fully automatic rewinder at Corrboard working for Swanline UK.

Semi automatic rewinder for
Check republic.
Check republic is up for another Pivab
rewinder. A 2,5m semi automatic rewinder is
being produced for Eclipse in Prague. The
rewinder is going to be installed middle of
June in a new corrugated line and be able to
run single face rolls from two different single
facers.

Pivab Machinery is a Swedish company that
specializes in manufacturing rewinders for single
face corrugated web. The company was founded in
1983 and has a long tradition of product innovation
and machine design according to customer
requirements.
These special machines for the single face market,
whether used in traditional corrugated or laminating
production environments, are easily installed with
basic connections to lines dedicated to single face
operations or at the end of existing corrugators.
The Pivab rewinders offer good opportunities to
production cost savings in the single face market.
Please contact us if you have any questions or if you
would like to have a quotation. Product video and
pamphlets are also available for download on our
website. www.pivab.com
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